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Equities: Stock markets have opened broadly lower on Monday
morning as the sell-off from late last week continues. In fact, the S&P
500 last week saw its worst weekly performance since the beginning of
the year.
Most of last week's selling pressure came on Friday after US CPI
inflation came in ahead of expectations at another 40-year high of
8.6% y/y. US Consumer Sentiment results also came in much lower on
Friday at 50.2 vs 58.1 forecasts, as investors continue to show
concerns about the Fed aggressively tightening into a weakening
economy, which of course is not the norm for the central bank.
The VIX has risen to $32.05 this morning on the back of this move
lower in equity markets.

Fixed income: Treasury yields jumped rapidly on Friday after the US CPI
figure release. Markets in general have increased their bets on an aggressive
Federal Reserve this week and also in July when they meet. Parts of the US
yield curve have now re-inverted, as shorter-duration yields rose sharply. The
region's 2yr moved up by 25 basis points on Friday alone, and now stands at
3.2%, while the 10yr is at just 3.23%.
The BOJ, who meet on Friday, confirmed overnight that they will keep buying
Japanese Government bonds as part of their policy to keep benchmark 10yr
yields close to 0%.

Commodities: Precious metals are undoing last week's gains this morning,
as investors fear what may be an even more hawkish Federal Reserve this
week. Gold is currently 0.85% weaker on the session to $1,859. Gold has
remained relatively quiet despite the surge in bond yields last Friday. Silver is
similarly weaker today, 1.9% lower to $21.50.
Oil prices are pulling back on Monday, after yet another step higher last
week. Brent Crude is 1% lower to $120.75 at the time of writing, after having
seen four consecutive weeks of higher trade.

Currencies: EUR/USD fell on Friday by another 0.9%, and is trading
slightly lower this morning to 1.048, Investors are expecting a hawkish
Federal Reserve this week, and are also likely accumulating Dollars in
anticipation of a further sell-off in risk assets.
FX markets across the board could see a volatile week, as four central
banks release and traders price in interest rate differentials.

15/06/2022 - Fed Rate Decision
16/06/2022 - SNB Rate Decision
16/06/2022 - BOE Rate Decision
17/06/2022 - BOJ Rate Decision

Financial markets are in for another busy week, with four central bank releases
due from Wednesday onwards. After UK GDP results this morning, the rest of
Monday is set to be fairly quiet on the economic data front. Tuesday will be
similar, UK jobs data is due and also US PPI figures.
All eyes will be on the Federal Reserve this week, who are due to release on
Wednesday evening at 7pm. The Fed have laid out plans for a 50 basis point hike
on Wednesday and another 50 in July - this has been clearly communicated by
Chairman Jerome Powell in recent months. Futures markets since Friday have
moved to price in a 75bp hike in July, we note that  Powell said at last month's
meeting that a 75bp move really wasn't on the table at the time. In this context,
investors will pay close attention to any hint or mention of a hike of this
magnitude to come this year.
The other major central bank release of the week will come from the Bank of
England - due to come on Thursday at midday. The BOE are very much expected
by market participants to increase rates at this meeting, the main question is
whether it will be a more regular 25bp hike or 50bp (to 1.25% or 1.50%). This will
be the bank's fifth hike in a row during this cycle. Similar to the Fed, the BOE are
faced with the dilemma of whether they want to prioritize tackling inflation, or
protecting growth in the UK. For now, inflation does seem to be the more pressing
matter. 
The Swiss National Bank will also release early on Thursday. The SNB may not
make a change to its -0.75% interest rate, the world's lowest, however price
pressures in the region are persuading some rate-setters to change their dovish
stance.
In the early hours of Friday morning the Bank of Japan will release their latest
monetary policy statement - expected to leave interest rates where they are at
-0.10%. The BOJ may address the Yen and its recent steep decline.

The Week Ahead

The UK economy unexpectedly contracted by 0.3% m/m during April, official
figures have shown this morning. This has added to fears of a slowdown in the
region just three days before the Bank of England announces the scale of its latest
interest rate response to the inflation surge. Analysts had forecast for the
economy to grow by 0.2% in April.
On a year-on-year basis Britain grew by 3.4%, versus forecasts for 3.9% and
versus the prior month's 6.4%. According to the Office for National Statistics, this
data represents the first time that all main economic sectors have contributed
negatively to a monthly GDP estimate since January 2021.
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